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In 2017, the electronification of the capital markets, a wider range of publically available 
market and trade data and the technical capability to incorporate a large variety of data 
types into analysis mean that more sophisticated algorithms are needed to detect trading 
rule violations from within these enormous and diverse datasets. This surfeit of data, viewed 
through the prism of a finely tuned trade surveillance system, can provide insights that may 
save a financial institution from both the ignominy and financial consequences of an 
undetected trading rule violation. 

AUTOMATED TRADING 

SURVEILLANCE PLATFORM
Trade surveillance is commonly understood to 
include processes and technology that detect 
trading rule violations. Firms are increasingly looking 
to address the evolving regulatory requirements 
while also protecting their own interests in terms of 
their reputation and bottom line.

INCIDENT WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT
Alerts are raised in workflow management 
systems for further investigation and 
escalation. Incorporated incident workflow 
functionality is the hallmark of a modern 
trade surveillance system.

CONFIGURABLE ALERTS
The diversity of trading strategies that can 
violate trading rules in 2017 creates 
challenges for monitoring execution behaviour 
and increasingly demands customisable 
analytical tools.

ANALYTICS
Algorithms of various degrees 
of complexity process data 
based on pre-set parameters 
to detect and flag up 
suspicious trades. 

DATA FEEDS
The range of data types that 
can be aggregated in trade 
surveillance systems to 
counter trading rule 
violations within evermore 
sophisticated trading 
stratagies has significantly 
widened.

PROTECTING AGAINST INTERNAL VIOLATIONS OF TRADING RULES

With the twin drivers of growing regulatory pressure to step up surveillance of trades and a renewed focus on cutting operational 
costs, financial firms are increasingly looking to automate their trade surveillance systems and processes. Automated trade 
surveillance systems eliminate subjectivity from decisions and create consistency in the way that incidents are identified, analysed and 
processed. This buyer’s guide assesses six technology vendor solutions that address trade surveillance requirements for financial 
organisations in the capital markets space.
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